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Abstract
Short-term visual prediction is important both in biology and robotics. It allows us to anticipate
upcoming states of the environment and therefore plan more efficiently. In theoretical neuroscience,
liquid state machines have been proposed as a biologically inspired method to perform asynchronous
prediction without a model. However, they have so far only been demonstrated in simulation or
small scale pre-processed camera images. In this paper, we use a liquid state machine to predict
over the whole 128 × 128 event stream provided by a real dynamic vision sensor (DVS, or silicon
retina). Thanks to the event-based nature of the DVS, the liquid is constantly fed with data when
an object is in motion, fully embracing the asynchronicity of spiking neural networks. We propose
a smooth continuous representation of the event stream for the short-term visual prediction task.
Moreover, compared to previous works (2002 Neural Comput. 2525 282–93 and Burgsteiner H
et al 2007 Appl. Intell. 26 99–109), we scale the input dimensionality that the liquid operates on by
two order of magnitudes. We also expose the current limits of our method by running experiments
in a challenging environment where multiple objects are in motion. This paper is a step towards
integrating biologically inspired algorithms derived in theoretical neuroscience to real world robotic
setups. We believe that liquid state machines could complement current prediction algorithms used
in robotics, especially when dealing with asynchronous sensors.

1. Introduction
The human visual system can make short-term
predictions over the state of the surrounding
environment. It is essential when dealing with objects
moving faster than our own body. One such example
is a tennis game. The player needs to know in advance
where and when will the ball arrive so that he/she can be
in the right place of the court and position his/her racket
properly. As the ball moves faster than the tennis player,
the player can not simply follow the current position
of the ball. Rather, the player needs to anticipate the
position of the ball in the near future, and position him/
herself with respect to it.
In robotics, predictions are often used to anticipate
upcoming states of the environment, for more efficient
planning. It became a crucial step in many problems
such as state estimation [3], visual servoing [4, 5],
obstacle avoidance [6, 7] and more recently imitation
learning [8, 9]. They can also be used to evaluate our
© 2017 IOP Publishing Ltd

belief about an environment by comparing a predicted
state with the actual future state.
Most of the current approaches for prediction in
robotics work in a synchronous fashion where new
data is sensed at discrete time intervals. However, recent
bio-inspired sensors such as the dynamic vision sensor (DVS, or silicon retina [10]) deliver data asynchronously upon local changes in the environment. The
event-based nature of these sensors has many important advantages concerning robotics: low information
redundancy, reduced processing latency and bandwidth, high dynamic range, lightweight data storage
and power consumption.
Recent model-based methods have been developed
to perform asynchronous predictions over address
events [6, 11]. They fit the observed data to a known
kinematic model, which is then used to predict upcoming observations. These techniques require assumptions over the observed motion, such as slowly varying
velocity or acceleration.
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In theoretical neuroscience, liquid state machines
have been presented as a biologically realistic general
purpose learning framework, asynchronous by nature
and well suited to temporal processing. They belong to
the family of reservoir computing and are implemented
with spiking neural networks. The liquid can be seen as
a kernel method performing a time-dependent projection to a high dimensional space. It allows the training
of a linear memoryless readout neurons to approximate non-linear time-dependent functions. They
have already been used to perform short-term visual
predictions, from simulated [1] or real [2] frame-based
sensors. Coupled with event-based sensors, liquid state
machines have the potential to operate more efficiently
than with classical frame-based sensors. Indeed, eventbased sensors only perceive changes in the environ
ment, while the liquid can hold a full representation
of it thanks to its memory. Echo state networks, the
non-spiking counterparts of liquid state machines,
were already considered as feature extractors for eventbased data [12]. However, purely spiking liquid state
machines have not yet been evaluated in a realistic
robotic setup with asynchronous full-size visual input.
In this paper, we implement and evaluate a liquid
state machine predicting future visual input from
address events provided by a DVS. Compared to previous works [1, 2], we substantially scale up the input
dimensionality by two orders of magnitudes by demonstrating the method on the whole 128 × 128 pixel array.
The main contribution of this work is the evaluation of
liquid state machines for short-term prediction on realworld full-size event streams. This required a proper
tuning of the liquid hyperparameters (tables 1–3), a
suitable representation of the event stream (equation
(2)) and adequate error metrics (section 4). This paper
is a step towards integrating biologically inspired algorithms derived in theoretical neuroscience to real world
robotic setups.
After a review of the related work in section 2, we
describe the biologically inspired architecture of the
liquid in section 3.1. The training of the readout neurons is based on a simple linear regression described in
section 3.2. The method is evaluated both in simulation
against different ball motions, and with a real DVS in
section 4. In section 5, we discuss how the method could
be improved and used in closed-loop experiments.

2. Related work
Reservoir computing can be defined as an approach to
design, train, and analyze recurrent neural networks.
It is inherently suited to process temporal sequences.
Recurrent neural networks are powerful, yet hard
to train. The principle of reservoir computing is
that solely readout weights are trained, and not the
recurrent part of the network. Liquid state machines
and echo state networks [13] are two implementations
of reservoir computing that were independently
invented. They usually consist of spiking neurons for
2

the former and analog neurons for the later. Liquid state
machines are biologically inspired models for real-time
computations on continuous streams of data.
Each neuron within the liquid creates its own nonlinear transformation of the input. A layer of readout
neurons is connected to some of the neurons in the
liquid. The liquid state is defined by the post-synaptic
activity of the liquid neurons that are connected to the
readouts. The training consists of finding the appropriate weights mapping the liquid state to the desired
signal. It is usually performed with a simple supervised
linear regression.
That ability of separation and transformation of the
liquid states into the given target output is called echo
state property. This property depends directly on the
complexity of the liquid [14]. It is connected with the
fading memory property: the previous input has influence on the current liquid state, but this influence fades
away.
An interesting study of the computational capability of liquid state machines is presented in [15] where
a bucket of water was used as the physical liquid and
input streams were injected with two motors. Video
images of the surface of the water were used as states
for pattern recognition. The experiment demonstrated
how a single perceptron which performs a linear classification can solve a XOR problem if the input is preprocessed with the water medium. Subsequently, liquid
state machines have been demonstrated in applications
ranging from decoding actual brain activity [16] to
control robots [17–19]. Usually trained in a supervised
fashion, target output signals must be known for a given
training set. In robot control, a classical robot controller
is often derived first, so that the liquid learns the mapping between input and target signals specific to this
controller [17–19]. The focus can be on embodiment
[17] or spiking network controllers [18, 19].
In this work, we focus on visual motion prediction,
as in the previous works [1, 2] and, to some extent, [12].
In [1], a liquid state machine is used to predict over
a 8 × 8 simulated sensor array. The model of the liquid was constructed to reflect the empirical data from
microcircuits in the somatosensory cortex of a rat. The
simulated sensor encodes the proportion of the ball
occupying the cell at a given instant. The liquid states
were sampled every 5 ms. Using the same liquid, the
method successfully trained different readout neurons
to predict inputs 50 ms in future, where the object will
exit the frame, and classify two different stimuli (ball
or bar). The dataset consisted of 1500 samples of linear
trajectories of the object that was moving with various
constant speeds and random orientations.
A similar approach was presented in [2] where the
liquid takes as input real data coming from a framebased video camera that was mounted on a robot. The
goal was to predict movement of the ball in the video
stream of the robots camera. The sensor itself was
a color camera with a resolution of 320 × 240 pixels.
However, the frames were pre-processed and down-
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Table 1. Hyper-parameters of the liquid. We chose them
experimentally for the liquid to run in a good regime [14, 32]. They
are kept constant across all evaluation scenarios.

Table 2. NEST Parameters of the leaky integrate-and-fire neuron
model with exponential shaped post-synaptic currents (iaf_psc_
exp). Inspired by [33].

Parameter

Variable

Value

Parameter

Variable

Number of excitatory liquid
neurons

nexc

1000

Resting membrane potential (mV)

EL

0.0

Capacity of the membrane (pF)

Cm

30.0

Number of inhibitory liquid
neurons

ninh

250

Membrane time constant (ms)

τm

30.0

tref

2.0

Number of recorded liquid
neurons

nrec

500

Duration of refractory period
(Vm  =  Vreset) (ms)
Membrane potential (mV)

Vm

10.0

Number of synapses between
input and liquid

ninpsyn

102 400

Spike threshold (mV)

Vth

15.0

Reset membrane potential after
a spike (mV)

Vreset

13.8

Time constant of post-synaptic
excitatory currents (ms)

ex
τ syn

3.0

Time constant of post-synaptic
inhibitory currents (ms)

inh
τ syn

2.0

scaled before being fed to the liquid. A color blob detection algorithm was used to detect the ball in the image,
which was presented to the 8 × 6 sensor field of the liquid. In the training scenarios, the ball was rolling with
different velocities and directions across the field. The
video sequences had different lengths and contained
images sampled every 50 ms. The prediction took place
over multiple time steps for 100 ms, 200 ms and 300 ms.
It has been stated that it was possible to reliably predict
ball movement up to 200 ms ahead, but that it was not
possible to visually identify the ball position for the prediction time of 300 ms.
Echo state networks have recently been evaluated
on event-based data in [12]. The goal was to learn
spatiotemporal features for event-based data. Many
feature-specific echo state networks are trained simultaneously to predict over receptive fields of the event
stream. Address events are sampled in intervals and
converted with an exponential filter before being fed to
the echo state networks. This exponential filter is similar to the one we describe in equation (2), which we use
to represent target signals but not to pre-process input
events. In the conducted experiments, an echo state
network predicts a single motion over 17 × 17 input
cells, at most. Moreover, the predictions are provided
for one timestep in the future. Unlike [12], we take in
this paper a global approach where only one liquid state
machine is trained to predict over the whole 128 × 128
pixel array. Additionally, we present results on how the
prediction time ∆pred affects the performance.
In this paper, we implement and evaluate a liquid state machine predicting future visual input
from address events provided by a DVS. Compared
to previous works [1, 2], we substantially scale up the
input dimensionality by two orders of magnitudes by
demonstrating the method on the whole 128 × 128
pixel array, without pre-processing. Moreover, the
event-based nature of the DVS brings several advantages. Firtly, there is no issue of motion blur and we
can sample the liquid state at high frequency, since the
DVS continuously delivers address events. Secondly,
the representation of the environment by the liquid is
more efficient since the DVS only perceives changes.
We propose a smooth continuous representation
to generate target signals for the readouts (see equation (2) and figure 2) to deal with the task of predict3

Value

Table 3. NEST Parameters of the distributions used for synaptic
delays, weights and noise. Inspired by [33].
Parameter

Distribution

Mean

Deviation

Strength of the EE
connection (pA)

Normal

5.0

0.7 ⋅ 5.0

Strength of the EI
connection (pA)

Normal

25.0

0.7 ⋅ 25.0

Strength of the II
connection (pA)

Normal

−20.0 0.7 ⋅ (−20.0)

Strength of the IE
connection (pA)

Normal

−20.0 0.7 ⋅ (−20.0)

Delay of all the
connections (ms)

Normal clipped
[3.0,200.0]

10.0

20.0

Strength of the input
current (pA)

Log-normal
clipped [0.0,14.9]

2.65

0.025

Strength of the noise
(pA)

Normal

1.0

0.7 ⋅ 1.0

Delay of the noise
(ms)

Normal clipped
[3.0,200.0]

10.0

20.0

ing visual input from event streams. To the best of our
knowledge, liquid state machines have not yet been
evaluated in a realistic robotic setup with asynchronous full-size visual input.

3. The liquid state machine
In this paper, we propose a liquid state machine to
predict visual input from address events using a DVS,
see figure 1. This section describes the architecture of
the liquid, along with the generation of the targets for
the supervised training procedure.
3.1. Architecture
The liquid state machine consists of three distinct
parts: an input layer, a liquid and an output layer. The
input layer consists of spike generator neurons having
the same dimensionality as the input. The address
events emitted by the DVS are represented as spikes in
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Figure 1. Our method to perform short-term visual predictions from address events provided by a DVS using a liquid state
machine. Events from the DVS are converted to spikes and directly fed to the excitatory pool of neurons in the liquid. We use the
function bi (see equation (2)) to sample all input neurons i into target images used only for training. A layer of readout neurons of
the same dimensionality as the input is connected to nrec excitatory neurons of the liquid. Those connections are trained at time t
with the target image sampled at time t + ∆pred. In the test phase, unseen events are streamed to the liquid and the activity of the
readout neurons encodes the predicted future input. The input image is just shown for visualization purposes, only address events
are streamed to the liquid. Reproduced with permission from iniVation AG.

the respective input neurons. Input neurons connect
randomly in a feedforward fashion to excitatory
neurons in the liquid. We use a constant number of
synapses ninpsyn between the input and the liquid.
The liquid consist of randomly connected leaky
integrate-and-fire neurons, 80% of which are excitatory and 20% inhibitory. Such proportion is biologically inspired [1]. The liquid neuron parameters are
described in table 2. We use dynamic synapses [20] for
the connections within the liquid in order to stabilize
the activity regime [21]. Furthermore, decorrelation
between liquid neurons is introduced by drawing synaptic delays, current bias and connection strengths
from a probability distribution. Parameters of these
distributions are described in table 3.
We connect nrec excitatory liquid neurons all-toall to perfect linear readout neurons in a feedforward
fashion. Only these connections are trained, with a procedure described in section 3.2. The readout neurons
map the liquid activity to the desired output. Note that
n rec = nexc (i.e. all-to-all connection between internal
excitatory liquid neurons and readouts) is a common
choice [2, 19]. In this paper, we only map a fraction of the
excitatory neurons to the output, which lowered memory consumption and did not impact the performance.
The connection strengths between input and liquid neurons, as well as within the liquid can be tuned
to make the liquid memory driven or input driven.
For example, by increasing the connection strengths
between input and liquid neurons, the activity regime
of the liquid will depend more on the inputs than its
memory.
3.2. Training
The training part of a liquid state machine consists of
finding the proper weights of the connections between
the liquid and the readout neurons. Let wi ∈ Rnrec
be the weights between a readout neuron i and the
set of recorded liquid neurons. Training consists of
4

finding the proper weights for all readout neurons
covering the output pixel array W = [w1, ..., wp], with
p = rows × columns the number of pixels.
The liquid state x (t ) ∈ Rnrec is a vector containing the post-synaptic potentials of the nrec recorded
liquid neurons at time t. We sample the liquid state
at discrete timesteps of ∆sample for t ∈ [0, t train]. They
are accumulated into a matrix X ∈ Rnrec × nsamples, with
nsamples = t train /∆sample. The matrix X contains all the
liquid states encountered during training. We therefore
have the linear system for all readout neurons i:
X ⋅ wi = bi,
(1)

with bi ∈ Rnsamples the sampled target signals of readout
neuron i. In other words, each readout neuron solves a
linear regression to map the accumulated liquid states
to accumulated target signals for this neuron. To reduce
overfitting, we use a regularized linear regression which
penalizes strong synaptic weights. The regularization
parameter λ is selected with respect to a cross-validation
dataset.
Since we are using the liquid to predict future input,
the target signals are built from input spiketrains shifted
by a duration of ∆pred. The duration ∆pred is an hyperparameter and determines how long in the future we
want to predict.
A proper representation of the visual information
for the target signals is essential for robust learning.
Indeed, naively trying to output binary values representing the presence of a spike in the time interval does
not work well due to the instantaneous character of
spikes. Instead, we generate target signals by converting an input spiketrain to continuous values between 0
and 1 depending on recent spiking activity, see figure 2.
Specifically, we define the target signal bi for neuron i:
spike
⎧
⎪ f (t ) = exp(− t − t i )
i
⎨
(2)
τ
⎪b (t ) = f (t + ∆ ),
pred
⎩ i
i
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Figure 2. Visualization of the training of readout neuron i. To generate a target signal, we first apply fi to map the input spiketrain
to continuous values. It is then shifted by ∆pred with the function bi, see equation (2). During training, the readout neuron i learns a
mapping between the liquid state x (t ) to bi(t) for all times t.

with t ispike ∈ [0, t ] the last spike time of input neuron
i, and τ a global fading term. the function fi maps a
spiketrain of a neuron i to a continuous signal, while
the function bi shifts this signal in time by ∆pred, since
we are performing a prediction task. Both fi and bi are
visualized in figure 2.
It is important to note that, unlike classical framebased methods, the samples taken for training do not
coincide with the frame-rate of the sensor. Since both
the DVS and the liquid output continuous streams, the
parameter ∆sample can be tuned without modifying the
method or changing the sensor.

4. Evaluation
The liquid state machine is implemented using the
NEST neural network simulator [22]. We evaluate
the method both in simulation and with a real DVS.
The DVS simulation is taken from [23]. It renders,
subtracts and then thresholds consecutive frames of
a classic simulated camera, and output the results as
address events. With a sufficient simulated frame-rate,
individual pixels can be emitted independently, just like
a real DVS. This simulation is not as complex as the one
presented in [24] but is more convenient since it can be
used from the robotic simulator Gazebo [25] directly.
4.1. Experimental setup
The architecture and parameters of the liquid are
described in table 1 and kept constant whether the
events come from a simulated or a real DVS.
We use a reduced input array of 32 × 32 for the
simulated DVS. The number of synapses between
input layer and the liquid is kept constant regardless of
the input dimensionality. That is, an input neuron in a
32 × 32 scenario will have more synapses with the liquid than an input neuron in a 128 × 128 scenario. This
allows us to scale up and down input dimensionality
without perturbing the regime of the liquid.
We evaluate the method in three scenarios. In the
first scenario, a simulated DVS observes a ball performing distinct projectile trajectories overlapping with
5

each other. With this scenario, we evaluate the ability of
our method to predict different motions, based on its
memory. In the second scenario, a real DVS observes a
ball rolling down a structure. This scenario proves that
the method can scale up to a real DVS in simple setups.
In the third scenario, a real DVS observes a person juggling with three balls. This is an evaluation whether the
method can be used on complex scenes with multiple
objects in motion. The three scenarios can be visualized
in figure 3.
We cross-validate the regularization parameter λ
two times: once for the simulated 32 × 32 DVS and once
for the real 128 × 128 DVS. All others parameters are
kept constant and described in tables 1–3.
In each scenario, we first present the emitted address
events for a time ttrain to the liquid and record the liquid states. We then train the readout weights with the
procedure described in section 3.2. Finally, the liquid
is presented new address events it has never seen before
for a time ttest. We set the sampling time interval of the
liquid to ∆sample = 10 ms. Predictions are generated by
reading from the readout neurons at the same sample
rate 1/∆sample used for training.
We evaluate the performance of the method with
respect to the predictions generated by the liquid. We
define two metrics to evaluate the predictions. The first
metric is general and consists of computing the nor
malized error for all predictions:
p
1
e1(W ) = test
⋅ ∑∥X test ⋅ wi − bi∥,
(3)
nsamples ⋅ p i = 1

with X test the accumulated liquid states during the test
test
period, and nsamples
the number of samples in the test
set. The residual error is the one we implicitly minimize
when solving the linear equations for all readout
neurons, see equation (1). This metric is not ideal for
our problem since it does not take into account the
2D spatial structure of our pixel array. Indeed, if we
predict high activation at a given pixel location, but the
activated pixel turns out to be the neighboring one, we
would like to penalize this less than if the activation was
predicted at the other side of the image.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. The three scenarios against which we validate our method. (a) The first scenario. A 32 × 32 simulated DVS observes a ball
jumping from left to right and from right to left of the pixel array. (b) The second scenario. A real DVS observes a ball rolling down a
structure. This image depicts the point of view of the DVS. (c) The third scenario. A real DVS observes a person juggling with three
balls. This image depicts the point of view of the DVS.

The second metric we propose takes the spatial
structure into account but is meaningful only when a
single object is in motion. We therefore use this metric
only for scenario 1 and 2, but not scenario 3 which has
many objects in motion. The second metric consists of
computing the distance between the centroid positions
of the prediction and the target image. We define the
centroid of an image as the average position of the activation:
⎡ ∑ I (r , c ) ⋅ r ⎤
⎢ r,c
⎥
⎡ rc ⎤
1
c (I ) = ⎢ c ⎥ =
⋅⎢
,
(4)
⎣ c ⎦ ∑ I (r , c ) ⎢ ∑ I (r , c ) ⋅ c ⎥⎥
r,c
⎣ r,c
⎦

with I an input image. The second error metric can
therefore be expressed as:
1
⋅ ∑ ∥c (predicted) − c (target)∥
test
nsamples
t ∈ t test
,
1
= test
⋅ ∑ ∥c (x (t ) ⋅ W ) − c (b(t ))∥
nsamples t ∈ t test
(5)
with t test the sampled times during test, and b(t ) the
target signals for all readouts at time t. Here, we assume
that both the prediction x (t ) ⋅ W and the target signals
b(t ) are reshaped to images of size rows × columns
before the computation of the centroid. In practice,
when evaluating our prediction with this metric in the
following scenarios, we also threshold low activations
from the readouts before computing the centroid
position. This has proved to greatly reduce the impact
of the ambient noise inherent from the method.
e2(W ) =

4.2. Results
We first present the results obtained for the crossvalidation of the regularization parameter λ. Then, we
present the results obtained on the different scenarios
using the selected regularization parameters. For
each scenario, we show two representative prediction
samples (figures 5, 8 and 11). Input and Target denotes
the encoded input spiketrain at a given time t and
t + ∆pred, see equation (2). Predicted is the output from
the liquid at time t and Error refers to the residual error
6

(equation (3)), which is the difference between Predicted
and Target. In the quantitative evaluations, both error
metrics (equation (3), solid blue line and equation (5),
dashed red line) are presented with varying amount of
training data and increasing prediction times ∆pred.
4.3. Cross-validation
We first cross-validate the regularization parameter λ
both for the simulated 32 × 32 and real128 × 128 DVS.
We follow the same setup as described in section 4.1
with constant prediction time ∆pred = 200 ms and
λ varying on a log scale. The dataset used for crossvalidation was held separate from training and testing
sets.
As can be seen in figure 4(a), both metrics are minimal for λ = 104 for the simulated DVS. For the real
DVS (figure 4(b)), the centroid error remains roughly
constant for λ ⩽ 103 and then starts increasing. Meanwhile, the residual error is decreasing for λ ⩾ 101. This
is due to the fact that the generated targets for the predictions have a sparse activation on the 128 × 128 pixel
array (only few pixels are active at a time). Indeed, high
values of λ will force the weights W to be small, hence
the prediction activation to be weak. Therefore, a naive
prediction algorithm returning null activations for all
readouts at any time would have a low error according
to the residual error metric. This is a common pitfall
in statistics for problems containing a relatively small
amount of positive samples. In such cases, precision
and recall metrics are often preferred. However, it is not
trivial to adapt these metrics to our spatio-temporal
problem of prediction. We therefore pick λ = 103 for
the real DVS scenarios.
4.4. First scenario: simulated projectile trajectories
The training set consists of 10 ball trajectories. In half of
those, the ball jumps from left to right, and in the other
half, from right to left. The total duration of the training
set is 27.6 s. The test set consists of a single jump from
left to right lasting 1.9 s.
Since the training set contains both left to right and
right to left ball motions, the liquid has to rely on its
memory to properly predict the test motion.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Cross-validation of the regularization parameter λ with the 32 × 32 simulated DVS and the 128 × 128 real DVS. Both
metrics presented in equations (3) and (5) are shown. For the simulated DVS, the cross validation set consists of a ball jumping from
right to left. For the real DVS, the cross validation set consists of a ball rolling down the structure. (a) Residual and centroidal error
for the DVS simulation. Both error metrics admit a minimum at λ = 104. (b) Residual and centroidal error for the real DVS. The
positional error is roughly constant for λ ⩽ 103, and then starts increasing. On the other hand, the residual error decreases for λ ⩾ 101.
Indeed, high values of λ will decrease overall readout activation, and since the target activation is sparse on the large 128 × 128 pixel
array, this metric decreases. We therefore consider the centroidal error metric and select λ = 103 for the real DVS scenarios.

Figure 5. Selected test samples from the first scenario at prediction time ∆pred = 200 ms. (a) The ball starts descending after
reaching its highest point, the liquid predicts the fall. (b) The ball is reaching its highest point where only a few address events are
emitted. The prediction is weak, suggesting that our liquid is probably too input driven.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Residual error and centroidal error obtained in the first scenario: simulated ball jumping left and right. (a) Error with
respect to the amount of training data used with ∆pred = 200 ms. (b) Error with respect to prediction time ∆pred.

7
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7. Target and predicted centroids for the first scenario across the whole test motion for varying prediction times.
(a) Prediction time ∆pred = 100 ms. (b) Prediction time ∆pred = 200 ms. (c) Prediction time ∆pred = 300 ms.

Figure 8. Selected test samples from the second scenario at prediction time ∆pred = 200 ms. (a) The ball is rolling on the structure,
the liquid predicts its path. (b) The ball has reached the end of the structure, the liquid predicts the hand that will lift it up back to the
top of the structure.

As seen in the samples (figure 5), the liquid can
rely on its memory to properly predict the motion.
Indeed, both ball motions (from left to right and
from right to left) seen during training are covering
the same pixels of the image but in different order. To
provide successful predictions, the liquid is therefore
remembering previous address events and not only
the current ones.
The method needs to be trained with at least 20%
of the training set before the yielding good predictions
8

with respect to both our metrics (figure 6(a)). Indeed,
since the training contains 10 complete motions of two
classes, a portion below 20% does not contain the two
motions entirely. This means that the method should
be trained with similar motions as the one it tries to
predict. For ratios bigger than 20% the residual error
slightly increases but not the positional error. Therefore, it is not required that the training set contains
multiple times the same motions (e.g. ball jumping left
to right).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Residual error and centroidal error obtained in the second scenario: ball rolling on a structure. (a) Error with respect to
the amount of training data used with ∆pred = 200 ms. (b) Error with respect to prediction time ∆pred.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 10. Target and predicted centroids for the second scenario across the whole test motion for varying prediction times.
(a) Prediction time ∆pred = 100 ms. (b) Prediction time ∆pred = 200 ms. (c) Prediction time ∆pred = 300 ms.

Both residual and centroidal error metrics increase
with ∆pred, the amount of time predicted in the future
(figure 6(b)). Before computing the centroid of the prediction, we nulled out the readout neurons with activation below 0.05, mostly caused by ambient noise. The
target and predicted centroids are displayed for various
∆pred in figure 7. The method successfully managed to
learn the trajectory of the ball.
4.5. Second scenario: rolling ball on structure
The training set consists of the ball rolling two and a half
times down the structure. When the ball arrives to the
end of the structure, it is manually replaced on top of it.
The total duration of the training set is 15 s. The test set
consists of the ball rolling down the structure a single
time lasting 6.8 s.
The method performs successful predictions for
∆ ⩽ 200 ms, as can be seen in figures 8 and 10. This
proves that our method can scale up from 32 × 32 simulated DVS to the whole 128 × 128 real DVS without
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tuning any hyperparameter of the liquid. Before computing the centroid of the predictions, we nulled out
the readout neurons with activation below 0.15. This
threshold is slightly higher than for the first scenario
because the regularization parameter λ = 103 is lower,
yielding the active readouts to have stronger activations.
It seems that the liquid performs better predictions
when the input is strong, such as the hand entering the
image in figure 8(b).
Both error metrics exhibit the same behavior as
the first scenario, showing the liquid learning capability (figure 9). The same conclusions can be drawn
from the first scenario with regard to the content of
the training set, see figure 9(a). This time, the method
does not achieve good results before being trained with
at least 40% of the training set, which coincides with
the first full run of the ball on the structure. At 80% of
the training set, the results did not improve, showing
that it is not necessary to have multiple times the same
motions in the training set. We note that the residual
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Figure 11. Selected test samples from the third scenario at prediction time ∆pred = 200 ms. (a) The hand on the left of the image
has thrown a ball and is currently catching one. In the target image (200 ms later), the hand on the right just threw a third ball and is
receiving the one seen on the input image. In the liquid output, we can recognize the position of the hands of the juggler and the two
balls present in the target image. (b) This sample is the opposite of the previous one: a ball is thrown from the right and caught on the
left of the image. The liquid predicted the ball trajectory but is confused with respect to the position of the hands.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Residual error error obtained in the third scenario: juggling with three balls. The centroidal error is not relevant in
this case: since the juggler himself does not move across the image, the centroid of activation is static. (a) Error with respect to the
amount of training data used with ∆pred = 200 ms. (b) Error with respect to prediction time ∆pred.

error is smaller with the real 128 × 128 DVS than with
the simulated 32 × 32 DVS. This is because the residual
error is normalized by the number of readouts (see
equation (3)), and that the activation is sparser for the
second scenario than the first one.
4.6. Third scenario: juggling with three balls
The training set consists of a juggler juggling with three
balls for 29.7 s. The test set consists of the same juggler
juggling for another 5.5 s.
Since there is more than a single moving object in
the third scenario, the activation is more hectic. It also
prevents us to use the centroid error metric, as in this
case the centroid is the center of the juggler and remains
roughly static over time. We can still recognize the juggler and the silhouettes of the balls in the liquid’s predictions, see figure 11. However, these predictions are
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probably not sufficiently clear to be used in an actual
robotic application. Unlike the previous scenarios,
increasing learning data might help as the error keeps
decreasing, as can be seen in figure 12(a). The residual
error is much higher than in the other scenarios due to
the motion covering more pixels.
This suggests that the input data should be
abstracted before being fed to the liquid for predictions. Operating on abstracted visual input, the activation would be sparser, hence more similar to previous
scenarios. Moreover, with convolutional layers, one
could also make the method more translation invariant. However, the visual predictions would be made in
the latent space instead of the input space. One should
therefore prefer an abstraction method which can also
reconstruct the input from the latent space, such as
auto-encoders or restricted boltzmann machines [26].
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Depending on the application, one might also want
to segment the visual input stream. In this scenario, the
liquid was not trained to predict what motions depend
on each other. If the juggler would throw a single ball
from a side to another, the liquid would predict another
one coming from the other side, since it has been trained
with a three ball juggling pattern.

5. Discussion and future work
In this paper, we presented a liquid state machine
approach to perform short-term visual predictions
from address events provided by a DVS. Based on
spiking neural network, this method provides a
framework for learning which handles the event-based
nature of the DVS by design. Moreover, thanks to the
asynchronous regime of the liquid, the predictions can
be requested on demand at anytime, instead of being
provided upon new sensor data. These advantages make
liquid state machines good candidates to complement
the prediction step of many robotic algorithms,
especially when dealing with asynchronous sensors.
This paper is a step towards integrating liquid state
machines, which are biological models derived in
neuroscience, to real world robotic setups. The main
contribution of this work is the evaluation of liquid state
machines for short-term prediction on real-world fullsize event streams. Properly representing visual target
signal was a crucial step for the method to provide relevant predictions. By evaluating our approach on various scenarios of increasing complexity, we have shown
that the method was able to learn different motions on
the full scale 128 × 128 pixel arrays of the DVS, without
any knowledge about its environment or physical laws.
It is therefore well suited to fast robotic tasks where no
knowledge about the environment is available. However, we identified in the third experiment scenario that
the liquid was not able to deal with multiple objects in
motion at the same time. Indeed, in a real robotic application, raw DVS events should be abstracted or segmented before being fed to the liquid. Unlike [2] which
downscales the input image to a 8 × 6 sensor field, one
could extract high-level features from the complete
event stream with a convolutional spiking network [26,
27, 28]. Similar approaches already yielded promising
results with analog neural networks [29].
The most interesting aspect of the liquid state
machine resides in its genericity and the simple learning procedure. In the future, we could add input neurons to stream different information to the liquid. For
instance, an inertial stream provided by an IMU could
be combined with the DVS stream. A pool of readout
neurons could then be trained to provide absolute scale
self velocity. The liquid and the readouts would therefore perform a sensor fusion internally, without any
change in the current architecture.
However, the simple learning procedure also admits
drawbacks. Since it is based on a supervised off-line linear regression, data has to be collected and target signals
11

have to be known. In literature, different approaches
have been presented to overcome these constraints. In
[21], a recursive least-squares algorithm is used, so that
the liquid can be trained on-line while performing a
task. Alternatively, several reward-modulated STDP
rules [30, 31] have been suggested so that the method
could learn in a reinforcement learning fashion, without known target signals. With an online learning rule
to train the readout neurons, no training phase would
be required and the robot would be able to learn new
motions while operating.
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